

Host Buzzard says:
The Seleya is part of a joint Federation, Klingon and Romulan taskforce under the command of Rear Admiral Richard Bolitho

Host Buzzard says:
The Taskforce has been formed to destroy what appears to be another incursion into the Alpha quadrant by the Furies

Host Buzzard says:
Bolitho ordered the taskforce not to communicate with the Furies at all and ordered the ships to attack the Seleya.

Host Buzzard says:
The Fury ship did not respond to the attack by the taskforce, instead tried to open communications, which were naturally blocked.

Host Buzzard says:
Instead the Furies communicated by TEXT sending one word and one word only....'Peace'

Host Buzzard says:
Hawkinson immediately communicated with the Bolitho who refused to acknowledge the message. Bolitho ordered the Seleya to continue with her attack.

Host Buzzard says:
Hawkinson refused Bolitho's orders and Bolitho ordered Hawkinson to take the Seleya and leave the area.
.
Host Buzzard says:
Hawkinson again refused the order. Bolitho removed Hawkinson from command and asked the XO Lt.Cmdr Lira-Bolitho to take over. Cmdr Bolitho refused and Adm Bolitho requested Lt.Cmdr Hazzem to take over, which he also refused.

Host Buzzard says:
Hawkinson then placed the Seleya in front of the Furies blocking the Furies ship from attack by the taskforce.

Host Buzzard says:
Bolitho fuming gave Hawkinson 10 minutes to find out what is going on with the Furies and paused the attack.

Host Buzzard says:
Hawkinson made contact with 'Virgo Wrath' the Commander of the Fury ship 'Relentless' who just happened to be a 'Medusa'

Host Buzzard says:
Now that communications were open, Bolitho ordered Hawkinson to get Wrath to close the wormhole, this was agreed upon only if Wrath could beam aboard the Seleya and conduct one on one talks.

Host Buzzard says:
This was agreed to and Wrath and Adm Bolitho beamed aboard the Seleya to conduct 'Negotiations'
Host Buzzard says:
Adm Bolitho, Captain Hawkinson and Lt. Stadi are in the captain's ready room where Wrath has communicated that her people are outcasts and they seek relocation ....all 27 Billion of them...

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
***'Continue 'Hell hath no Fury....'***

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
***'Continue 'Hell hath no Fury....'***

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Sitting at OPS station ::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
::In the RR looking at Virgo Wraith::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
::Stares around the room at the 2 females and the male ::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Wondering how Bolitho is holding out, still keeping a good eye on all in the room::

MO_Mercz says:
::On the bridge making a few minor adjustment to internal sensors::

FCO_Keemal says:
::He begins to read over several bits of data on a PADD as the Turbolift he is on approaches the bridge. He sighs as the lift reaches it's destination and he is forced to place the PADD away. Marching onto the bridge he looks for the most senior officer aboard::

CNS_Samantha says:
::At her chair, yawning::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
XO/ADM: So are we in agreement? My people can relocate here?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::On the bridge at SCI 1::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at the Admiral:: Wrath: Unfortunately that is not My decision to make

FCO_Keemal says:
::Noticing the 2nd officer, or who he believes to be the highest ranking officer aboard, he marches over to Hazzem and hands a PADD over abruptly:: CSO: Ensign Yan Keemal, Flight Control Officer reporting for duty sir...

CMO_Stadi says:
::Glances down at her waist, eyeing her Tricorder, wondering if she could remove it without anyone noticing so she can get a few readings from Wrath::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
Warth: I believe some time out maybe needed for decisions to be made

MO_Mercz says:
::Looks up at the new officer::

EO_Hixxan says:
::I’m engineering, playing with one of the consoles::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Slumps into the chair opposite Stadi, taking deep breaths trying to calm himself down:: Wrath: We cannot allow your kind to return...under any circumstances especially not 27 Billion of them, is there any other place you could relocate to?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Turns to the FCO, takes the PADD and reads it:: FCO: Welcome aboard Ensign. As you may know, after our mission you will be asked for a medical, but you don't have to worry about that..............

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Runs a ship-wide level 3 scan ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
FCO: Mann your station, welcome aboard again ::light smile::

FCO_Keemal says:
::Smiles:: CSO: I am quite aware of Starfleet policy Commander Hazzem. ::Smiles and nods politely:: Order sir?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Contemplating the discussion::

MO_Mercz says:
::Hears the world medical then grins::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::At TAC1::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Raises her head, she turns around in her chair and glances at the bridge crew::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at the CO and the Adm::

CSO_Hazzem says:
FCO: Hold our position until further notice, I guess

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
::Levels a growl at Bolitho and points to Hawkinson:: CO: You what are your opinions here ? Or are you just the lackey of this one ::gestures to Bolitho::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: I can assure you, I am no-one's... 'lackey'

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances back at an unfamiliar face, she smiles and raises from her chair::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
CO: I await your answer then!

CNS_Samantha says:
::Walks towards the FCO::

CSO_Hazzem says:
FCO: If you read anything out of the usual, report it to me right away, understood?

FCO_Keemal says:
CSO: Understood Commander...::He marches over to the conn console and logs in immediately. Taking command of the thrusters assembly he confirms their location and the sensor locks on several other vessels in the area:: Understood.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: I personally am not of the opinion that they may not settle here at any cost. Are we not obliged under Starfleet regulations to help people in distress?

XO_Bolitho says:
::Excuses herself from the RR wondering to herself if the Adm is thinking straight::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sees the CNS walking over, glances at her beauty for a second::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::Checks TAC status::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Looks at Hawkinson waiting for him to answer::

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Looks left :: FCO: Welcome aboard, Mr. Keemal. :: smiles slightly ::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Walks on to the Bridge::

FCO_Keemal says:
::Looks up as he sees an officer approach him:: CNS: Hello ma'am...Ensign Keemal at your service...and you are?

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Stays silent, but still wondering how she's going to get her hands on these furies...glances sideways at CO to see how he's doing::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the XO::

MO_Mercz says:
::See's the XO walk onto the bridge:: XO: Sir, I've modified this console to give bio reading of the Ready Room

XO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at the CSO:: CSO keep a scan On the area, encase things go bad

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
CO: We could never let them come here to the Alpha Quadrant.....::nods and looks at Wrath:: Wrath: I'm sorry your going to have to find somewhere else to live!

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: Why is that?

XO_Bolitho says:
::Nods at the MO:: MO: Keep a watch on them inform me if anything changes please

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods, having a bad feeling about this::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Smiles for a moment:: FCO: You can call me.. ::Glances at him for a moment:: Samantha. Are you new here? Never saw you in the alpha shift

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Raises eyebrow at ADM's flat out refusal::

MO_Mercz says:
::Nods:: XO: Understood

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Looks at Wrath loathing clear on his face::CO: Quite simply Captain them anywhere near us constitute a threat, a threat we would have to eliminate rather than face slavery ourselves

FCO_Keemal says:
CNS: Yes...Samantha...just assigned this week...::Smiles up at the counsellor as nicely as possible::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Sits back in the big chair and shifts uncomfortably before she turns her attention to the consol::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: Can we be sure that they are unchanged?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Keeps an eye on the vicinity, specially wormholes::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
~~~CO: He could be acting irrationally...~~~

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
::A small smile appears on her face watching the back forth between the Adm and the CO::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
CO: Can we afford to be?

CNS_Samantha says:
::Moves around the FCO for a moment, she thinks for a moment and then backs away. She makes her way towards the XO::

EO_Hixxan says:
::Hand starts to cramp, stands straight an takes a break::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Sees the CNS and smiles::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Remembers how the Federation trusted the Klingon’s once and ended decades of war... but says nothing, she's only an observer::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: We have a people here at risk.  We are duty and honour bound to aid them.

FCO_Keemal says:
XO/CSO: Location locked, holding position as per orders, sir.

CTO_Vekasi says:
::Runs a tactical diagnostic::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
CO: We require a system of planets and we WILL keep our word and leave you alone!

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods at the FCO::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Sits down at her chair, she glances around for a moment:: XO: How did the talks go, Ma'am?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
~~~CMO: He could be indeed, doctor~~~

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: I detect no changes in the area, no signs of wormholes or anything ma`am

MO_Mercz says:
::Taps on the console and records bio readings for future use::

XO_Bolitho says:
CNS: My honest Opinion, looks like there about to turn sour .... and believe it or not I agree with the Admiral ....... theirs a first

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Grits his teeth refusing to look at Wrath:: CO: If it was anyone else but them ....I would say Yes Captain.....but they conquered us and enslaved us before and I don't believe anything has changed in the 5000 years since they were kicked out of here!

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Fiddles with a hypospray in her hand, still waiting for the Admiral's word::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Nods to the CSO:: FCO: Welcome aboard Ens

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: Anyone else but them.

CTO_Vekasi says:
::Nods towards the FCO to say welcome::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Can't take it any more:: ADM: the Bajorans forgave the Cardassians...

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Repeats his words:: CO: Anyone else but them! ::points at Wrath::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: I wonder what is happening inside there ::looks at the RR::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: That smacks of, sir, with all due respect, hypocrisy, ignorance, unwillingness to trust or forgive, and is, quite frankly, rooted in fear, not the rational response we need to give.

CTO_Vekasi says:
FCO: Ensign, perhaps we could get better acquainted when you are off duty?

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
::Sits calmly down watching the back and forth::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Shakes her head at the CSO:: CSO: Don't ask

FCO_Keemal says:
::Nods back to the Commander. He spins his chair around to look at the rear of the bridge:: CTO: That sounds like an interesting idea sir, I would be delighted...

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Eyes Wrath, still unsure if she's comfortable around her::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
CO: Captain we are for all intense and purposes still at war with the Furies, I don't need to quantify any rational response!

CTO_Vekasi says:
::Looks up from his console at the new ensign:: FCO: Very well. Maybe a drink?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands straight sighing:: XO: Yes ma`am ::turns around and walks back to his console::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION:: A Strong smell of Sulphur permeates all the decks of the Seleya

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: If we are at war, these people, who have volunteered to come to us peacefully must be treated as prisoners of war, and afforded the dignity therefore due.

EO_Hixxan says:
::Thinks to himself does he take too many coffee breaks, thinks nah and heads for the door::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Looks at the ADM, with pity in her eyes, he really is suffering...::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::Smells sulphur::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Smells an awful odour on the bridge:: SELF: What in the world?

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Sniffs the air:: CO: Captain...sulphur...

FCO_Keemal says:
CTO: Sounds great...::Smiles and then turns back to his console to check several readings::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CMO: I smell it.....

XO_Bolitho says:
:: Notices the smell again:: OPS: Is there something we can do about that smell its driving me nuts?

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Smells sulphur and starts scans of environmental systems ::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::Puts his hand over his nose and mouth in a stupid attempt not to smell it::

CTO_Vekasi says:
FCO: Then it's settled.

OPS_O`Riley says:
XO: I'm already checking all possible solutions.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Checks the environmental systems:: XO: Ma`am I'm detecting sulphuric gas on every deck

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Looks across at Wrath and feels his stomach turn while fighting the impulse not to fall to his knee's glances at Stadi and then shakes his head:: Wrath: Are you surrendering?

XO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Scan Encase that worm hole opens

FCO_Keemal says:
::Hearing the Commanders request to OPS, he begins to run a sensor sweep outside of the U.S.S. Seleya for any emissions of any sort from the other vessels that could account for the presence of sulphur::

MO_Mercz says:
::Looks up and begins breathing through mouth::

XO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Scan area for any further ships

XO_Bolitho says:
MO: How is everyone in the RR?

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ADM: I come seeking nothing more than peaceful co-existence

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Scans the vicinity, covering his mouth and nose from the odour::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::almost ready to hop out of her seat. sees ADM's look and worries a bit more about is mental health::

CTO_Vekasi says:
XO: Aye ma’am, scanning. ::scans::

EO_Hixxan says:
::Heads for the Replicator:: Replicator: Coffee, Black  *OPS* Sir, do you know if there’s anything that needs to be done throughout the ship?

FCO_Keemal says:
::Does his best to tolerate the noxious smells filling the air:: XO: I am not detecting any foreign bodies outside of the U.S.S. Seleya ma'am...

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Clears throat in an attempt to ignore the smell...doesn't help::

CTO_Vekasi says:
XO: Nothing on sensors ma’am.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: Otherwise, considering what they have told us, we should consider them political refugees, and process any claim they make for asylum.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Nods at the FCO: FCO: keep an eye out

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Is distinctly reminded of chemistry classes by the smell::

OPS_O`Riley says:
*EO* Well, if you could help me finding something against this awful sulphur smell ?

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The sudden rise in temperature on all decks of the Seleya

XO_Bolitho says:
::Gets up and paces:: OPS: Now what is going on ?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Feels the sudden warmth:: OPS: What is happening with the environmental systems

CTO_Vekasi says:
::Notices his hands starting to leave sweat marks on the console::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: More Federation, Klingon and Romulan ships arrive

FCO_Keemal says:
::His eyes suddenly go blurry and a nauseous feeling floods over him as the temperature rises dramatically. He clutches the side of his console as he tries to keep from collapsing out of his chair::

OPS_O`Riley says:
XO: The EO and me are searching for a way to erase this smell from our ship.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Blows air upwards trying to cool himself::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Feels warmer than she'd like under the circumstances. Glances at CO to see how he looks, since ADM isn't exactly a good 'control' right now::

CTO_Vekasi says:
XO: Ma’am...there are more ships.

XO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Where

MO_Mercz says:
::Notices that the body temperature of the crew in the RR room rise:: XO: Sir, I'm reading an elevated body Temperature

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Fiddles with the neck of her uniform::

OPS_O`Riley says:
XO: A fleet of Federation, Klingon and Romulan ships entered the system.

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Hail them and let them know the situation and not to attack

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
CO: We seek asylum then and a place for my people to live!

EO_Hixxan says:
:: Not on the bridge, he doesn't understand::*OPS* Maybe you should go see a medic.....or the counsellor

OPS_O`Riley says:
XO: Aye, Ma'am. :: sends out messages to the ships ::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: They've asked for Political asylum.  We are legally compelled to consider their claim.

XO_Bolitho says:
MO: Anything to worry about

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Feels his head is about to explode from the warmness of the bridge::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Feeling really rather warm::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Everyone except Betazoids suddenly feel a fear rising in the pit of their stomachs

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Smiles to self, hasn't seen CO this flushed in ages::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Wishes she could take her jacket off and if it gets any warmer she will be tempted::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances around, she studies the crew::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Raises:: Self: What the..?

MO_Mercz says:
XO: Not at the moment, their bodies are able to handle the temperature increase, but I'm concerned with what is causing it

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Starts to shiver in fear, whispers "oh no"::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Glares at Wrath:: Wrath: What are you doing to us? ::falls to his knees::

XO_Bolitho says:
:: Swallows hard:: MO: So am I

FCO_Keemal says:
::The sudden fear within him because almost nauseating as he does his best to control the vomitting impulse in the back of his throat. He begins to cough and sputter as he attempts to regain control of himself::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at Hazzem:: MO: Can you increase what ever it is in the Air ?

XO_Bolitho says:
::Still trying to fight down the fear::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Rushes to ADM, giving him a shot of theragen right away...  ADM: Calm down... focus on my voice...OK?... my voice...

OPS_O`Riley says:
FCO: Is everything ok with you ? :: looks seriously ::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Shakes hear head:: Self: Too much thoughts.. ::Frowns and covers her eyes::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Falls on his knees trying to calm that fear down::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ADM: Absolutely nothing:: smiles:: Maybe you are not well after all?

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Tries to control the fear rising in him ::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances back at the Ready Room, she moves closer::

EO_Hixxan says:
::Sips Coffee, yawns and starts to nod off slightly::

FCO_Keemal says:
CNS: Counsellor...::Nearly gags as a second dizzy spell takes over and he slips out of his chair onto the deck plating::

XO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Sir just to inform you  things are getting a little hot under the collar so to speak ...

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Is glad about his Vulcan education in controlling emotions ::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Looks back, she sighs and rushes to the FCO::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Pushes Stadi away:: CO: Your evil incarnate!

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::frowns:: *XO* In what way, commander?

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Glares up at Wrath:: Wrath: Don't make it worse...you need him on your side if you want to stay here...I suggest you stop...taunting.. ::returns to Adm:: ADM: Stay calm... try and focus on something, someone in your life that make you happy...focus on that... ::is pushed away::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: Admiral... I.... beg your pardon?

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Thinks, well, at least he still remembers who he hates...::

XO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Seems the Crew are not holding up all that great at the moment

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Takes over the flight controls as the FCO lies on the floor ::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Stops as she feels her stomach churn::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Bends down, she raises the FCO head:: FCO: Yan, look at me. Focus Yan

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
::Sighs:: CO: Is this your leader....he's obviously in no control of his mental faculties....perhaps we should continue negotiations alone?? ::Smiles as the snakes bob up and down on her head::

OPS_O`Riley says:
CNS: Is he alright ?

MO_Mercz says:
::Holds tight to the console, taps comm badge:: *SB* Prepare for  medical emergency

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*XO* Understood.  Check with the other ships in the area, see if their crews are in full control.

CNS_Samantha says:
::Looks back at the OPS, she shakes her head::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Collapses to the floor::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CMO: Doctor....

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Takes a few breathes in and out, feels the fear inside him going away, stands up::

FCO_Keemal says:
::Begins heaving on the floor as he looses control and gets ill on the floor. Lucky for him and for Samantha he had not eaten since coming on duty and he was unable to vomit up any sort of substance::

OPS_O`Riley says:
*Sickbay* Prepare for an emergency.

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Check with other ships and see if there having the same problems

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: Another time, bear with us for the moment.

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Looks up from attending to Bolitho:: CO: What? ::sounds a bit testy::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Casualties are reported all over the ship

OPS_O`Riley says:
CNS: I will beam you directly to sickbay with the FCO.

XO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Aye Sir .... ::Stops herself from asking about the Adm::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Looks back:: XO: It's coming from the Ready Room, Ma'am

FCO_Keemal says:
::Begins to cough:: CNS: I...::Coughs::...

OPS_O`Riley says:
XO: Aye, Ma'am.

XO_Bolitho says:
CNS: Acknowledged

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CMO: Treat him.  ::smiles::

OPS_O`Riley says:
CNS: Prepare for transport.

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Keeps whispering into ADM's ear...trying to get him to focus on anything but the fear he's feeling::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Nods:: OPS: Please hurry, use the Holodeck decks if you require more space

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Through clenched teeth:: CO: Were under attack, do something....

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Initiates transport ::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Wonders at CO's sense of humour...:: CO: What a good idea...sir...

XO_Bolitho says:
::Is one step away from asking the CO to ask Virgo Wrath to leave::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: Admiral, if you are incapacitated, what should I do?

MO_Mercz says:
::Takes out Tricorder and scans bridge:: XO: Sir... I'm reading elevated cyanotic and gastural activity

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Gives ADM more theragen...as much as she'd dare give a human, hoping it will be enough::

XO_Bolitho says:
MO: Of who?

XO_Bolitho says:
CTO: What’s the ships status?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ADM: Admiral!

CMO_Stadi_ says:
CO: Um, a bit late for that Jahl...  ::monitors ADM's vitals::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
::Steps over the Adm as she makes her way to Hawkinson and takes one of his arms:: CO: We need to negotiate our return Captain ...come....

FCO_Keemal says:
::Appears in sickbay and literally collapses into Samantha's arms as he nearly blacks out. His vision goes blurry and his thoughts become scrambled and erratic::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION : Transport commences

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Throws Virgo off his arm::

MO_Mercz says:
XO* Everyone except Betaziods, and the Admirals vitals have been weakened

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Eyebrows narrow:: MO: What???

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Slumps unconscious to the floor::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Nods at the MO:: *CMO* Bolitho to Stadi

CNS_Samantha says:
::Looks around, she spots an MO and asks him to help her with the FCO::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
::Takes a step back and hides a smile under her hand::

MO_Mercz says:
OPS: Please beam me to sickbay

XO_Bolitho says:
*CNS*: Sam get me a ships status report please

OPS_O`Riley says:
MO: Aye. :: beams MO to sickbay ::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*OPS* Medical emergency in the ready room, beam Dr. Stadi and the Admiral directly to sickbay, inform them of an incoming VIP.

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Sighs:: Self: great... ::kneels down and continues monitoring ADM's vitals:: *OPS*: emergency transport to Sickbay...two to beam...now!

CNS_Samantha says:
*XO* I'm a bit busy with the FCO, Ma'am

FCO_Keemal says:
::Notices a slight blur of light as several other officers are beamed into sickbay. He looks up to the CNS and begins to mumble in his native tongue, Trill and Klingonese...::

OPS_O`Riley says:
*Sickbay* VIP emergency. prepare for incoming transport.

CNS_Samantha says:
FCO: Yan, can you hear me?

MO_Mercz says:
::Materializes in Sickbay::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Transport of the Adm and CMO commences

XO_Bolitho says:
*CNS* Well while your down there find out the casualty report

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Stands, and turns to face the wrath::

MO_Mercz says:
::Sees the CNS and FCO with a medical officer::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: What about the captain?

FCO_Keemal says:
CNS: I'm....yes....jitani key`d chakt....

XO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Bolitho to Hawkinson

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: What are you doing?

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
::Looks back at the CO waiting::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*XO* Go ahead.

CNS_Samantha says:
::Notices the MO, she signals him to come over:: MO: Judzec, I need your help here

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
::Shrugs:: CO: It must be encoded in his DNA Captain, its not my fault.....

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Materialises in Sickbay, glances around at the multitude of people and begins to hook ADM up to a bio bed::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: I beg to differ.

XO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Things are turning bad on this side of the door, may I ask how far you are in negotiations ?

MO_Mercz says:
::Walks over to CNS and Begins scanning CNS and FCO::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*XO* Don't ask, Hawkinson out.

XO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Seems the CO is fine although I don't Like it

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Eyebrows narrow even more::

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Orders an Ensign to take control of the conn ::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: The first time our peoples met while we had space faring capability, your people were welcome as guests on a Federation starshship.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Bolitho slumps into a coma and his life signs are dangerously low!

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: And this never happened.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Pauses at the CO Comment wondering what Virgo is up to::

FCO_Keemal says:
::He begins to slip out of consciousness as the views around him become more distorted. He begins to ramble on in Trill and then Ancient Bajoran::

EO_Hixxan_ says:
*OPS* I might be able to make some changes to the life support systems to put a stronger smell over the sulphur, it's a long shot, but I can try

CMO_Stadi_ says:
*OPS*: I need you to increase the amount of theragen derivative in the ships air supply by 23%...it might help us a little...

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: I don't trust all this is a simple malfunction

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
CO: I have no explanation Captain, but I assure you I am innocent.....

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: There is a reason our environmental controls are going haywire, there is a reason most of my crew can barely think, and I think that reason is you.

OPS_O`Riley says:
*EO*: Well, I guess this is our least important problem at the moment Ensign. But do what you can.

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: That Virgo must be trying to twist our arms to get a planet for her people

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The smell of Sulphur and the humidity start to decline and the fear subsides as well

OPS_O`Riley says:
*CMO* Understood, will increase.

XO_Bolitho says:
CSO: That’s what I think

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Administers 2ccs of neurotropane to ADM, in a attempt to kick his synaptic pathways into order again:: Self: come on...

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Starts reconfiguration of the environmental controls ::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances back at the MO:: MO: Do you require my help, Judzec?

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: But the captain is alone now, shouldn't we be in there with him to continue negotiations? it's starfleet protocols

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
CO: As I said Captain perhaps its something to do with my own DNA this time which interferes with your own systems?

XO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Question is do I commit Mutiny to get her off the ship ?

OPS_O`Riley says:
*CMO* I did what your ordered me to. And it seems as if it works.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: Perhaps.

EO_Hixxan_ says:
::Finishes coffee and heads for TL::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: Or perhaps it's another of your weapons.

FCO_Keemal says:
::Moments before blacking out he begins to spasm again and gets violently ill. He tries to roll over and gag over the side of the bio bed and nearly rolls right off::

MO_Mercz says:
CNS: No councillor you can go

CNS_Samantha says:
::Nods, she rushes outside the sickbay towards the TL::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
*OPS*: Good, thank you... keep monitoring it...tell me if there are any changes... ::administers Another 2 ccs::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: We must convince the captain to get her off the ship, and perhaps out of our space

XO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Understood ::Breathe Deeply at what shes about to do :: CSO: You have the bridge

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: We can discuss this later, for the moment I want you off my ship.  I'm sure you'll understand this, temporarily?

OPS_O`Riley says:
*CMO* As you wish Commander.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Walks up to the RR doors and Chimes::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
CO: Captain we are here to negotiate our return on your conditions, we need to return to 'heaven' and we will allow nothing to interfere with this goal

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the XO, wondering what is she about to do::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Enters the TL, she turns around:: TL: Bridge, please

XO_Bolitho says:
::Chimes again::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: You will allow nothing.  You are not in a position to make demands. Withdraw to your vessel.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Stand by.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Waits by the door::

XO_Bolitho says:
*CMO* Bolitho to Stadi

CNS_Samantha says:
::Parts the TL, she rushes to the bridge and scans the crew with her eyes. She notices something and relaxes::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
CO: Please ::smiles::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the CNS and nods::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*OPS* Bridge, this is the Captain.  Beam our esteemed guest directly back to her ship.

CMO_Stadi_ says:
*XO*: Yes? ::sounds pre-occupied...::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Smiles, she glances at the ready room and notices the XO:: XO: Ma'am?

OPS_O`Riley says:
*CO* Aye, Sir. :: initiates transport ::

XO_Bolitho says:
*CMO* Hows the Admiral ?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Virgo: Another time.

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
::ACTION:: Wrath disappears from the RR

MO_Mercz says:
:;Gives FCO 2cc of losorin::

XO_Bolitho says:
CNS: How’s things down there

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Strides out onto the bridge as soon as Virgo disappears:: XO: Report.

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::kicks bio-bed stand in frustration, no improvement in Adm's condition:: Self: Oh, boy... ::give him a further 3 ccs of codafin and begins scans to see if there is any damage to neural pathways::

FCO_Keemal says:
::Stops his heaving and rolls over in a more relaxed state. The nauseous feeling begins to fade, but his mental thoughts are still disjointed as he begins mumbling curses in Klingon and talking to himself in Betazoid::

CNS_Samantha says:
XO: It's a mess to say the least, officers are coming in every minute, Ma'am.

EO_Hixxan_ says:
::Enters Engineering, logs into Life Support systems::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Thinks:: *XO*: being taken care of...

XO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles seeing the CO is fine:: CO: Well Sir Things are bad causality wise, my apologies for my abruptness

CSO_Hazzem says:
::A beep from SCI 1 goes on:: CO/XO: I detect a temporal distortion in the vicinity

MO_Mercz says:
::Sends a casualty report to the bridge '100 minor wounded, many crew member are in induced commas'::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: The important thing is that hopefully the cause is off the ship.  How are the crews of other vessels?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Spins:: CSO: Clarify.

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances at the viewscreen::

MO_Mercz says:
::Tries another dose of Losorin::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Puts the distortion on the view screen::

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Still waiting for OPS to give me an report Sir, we had a few things to deal with

XO_Bolitho says:
::Hears the CMOs Comm and pauses ::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Notes several spots of pressure and sets to work relieving them:: Adm: Don't suppose a personality transplant would be in order do you? ::sighs and concentrates on her work::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Understood.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: It seems the wormhole they came in from is being opened again

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Oh, wonderful.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: How many vessels of either side are here now?

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION:: Bolitho's life signs go flat line

FCO_Keemal says:
::Sits up suddenly and starts screaming in his Napean sub-dialect. Suddenly and without warning the drugs kick-in on his system and his eyes roll back into his head and he falls asleep and slambs back down onto the bio-bed...asleep::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Shouts to MO:: Mercz! get the neural and cardiac stimulators... we're doing a double... hurry!

OPS_O`Riley says:
XO: The other ships have confirmed similar problems

MO_Mercz says:
::Runs and grabs the equipment:: CMO: Here you go

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Climbs up on bio-bed and begins pumping ADM's chest to keep his heart going::

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Seems they had the same problem ::is worried about the Adm::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Hops off bio bed:: MO: Hook him up... ::grabs neural stimulator and places it on his temple::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Checks the wormhole and pauses for a minute:: CO: 12 federation, 15 Klingon ships, and 20 Romulan warbirds

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: Incoming comms from the other ships asking for Bolitho

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: As well as the Fury Transporter

MO_Mercz says:
::Places the cardiac stimulator on his chest::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Understood.  So in other words, we've got a very large armada, with an awful lot of weapons, and terrified officers at the 'fire' button?

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Waits for MO to do the same with the cardiac one:: MO: We'll start at 10%...  ::calls ADMs vital up on main panel over bed::

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Incoming hails from the other ships, Sir.

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Yes Sir with out a doubt ....:: tries to keep her mind on things::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: On screen.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Frowns::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: 15 minutes for the distortion to fully open up sir

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Commander, are you all right?

MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Understood

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Aye Captain. :: puts comms on screen ::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Moves to sit in his chair::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
COMM: CO:<Romulan Commander> CO: Where is Admiral Bolitho

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Scans cranium:: MO: 10%...now...

XO_Bolitho says:
::sighs:: CO: Believe it or not I’m worried about the Admiral Sir

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Romulan: I'm afraid that Admiral Bolitho is currently in our sickbay.  How can I help you?

MO_Mercz says:
::Steps away from body::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
<Romulan Commander>  COMM: CO: They are opening the wormhole, we need to attack them now!

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Frowns::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Romulan: What exactly would you attack?  The wormhole is not yet open.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Wishes the CMO would let her know what is going on ::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
<Romulan Commander>COMM: CO: If I do not receive the order to attack in the next 2 minutes the Romulan and Klingon ships will attack the Fury vessel

MO_Mercz says:
::Activates the stimulators::

FCO_Keemal says:
::His mind begins to drift as he enters an REM state. The pain in his gut continues to fade to an non-existant state and his body functions slowly return to normal::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Scans cranium again:: MO: No affect...again...

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Romulan: If you attack with or without the order, I see no point in giving it.

MO_Mercz says:
::Tries another zolt of juice::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: Bolitho's life signs return although weak

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Frowns::

EO_Hixxan_ says:
::Changes Air configuration with little effect::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Send a message to the Fury ship, ask them what they plan to do when the wormhole is opened.

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
<Romulan Commander> COMM: CO : The Furies will not be permitted to return, I await your answer in 1 minute 30 seconds:: Closes the channel::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Sighs:: MO: We have a beat... well done...

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Prepares message :: CO: Sending message now.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Science at stand by for orders, sir

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Tell them they have one minute to respond, or they will be fired upon.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Sighs and looks at the CO mind not quite on her job:: CO: Whatever happens there going to attack

MO_Mercz says:
CMO: You too

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Sends message to the furies asking what their plan is ::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: What type of vessels are w talking for the Klingon and Romulan fleets?

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Relieved:: Adm: I think you did that cause I insulted you... nice try... ::continues with her repairs of synaptic relays::

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Acknowledged. :: sends the add on ::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: Return message from the Fury vessel:: ' Are returning to confer with our leaders'

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Looks up and smiles at MO in acknowledgement, man she'd miss him around::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: The Klingon’s have a range of vessels from bird of preys to Negh`Var class warships

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Sir would you mind if I excused my self from the bridge ?

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Sir, they have responded. Messages says: " Are returning to confer with our leaders'"

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: The Romulan fleet consists only of Romulan Star Warbirds

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Yes commander I would, I need you here.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Forward it to the fleet.

MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Do you still need my help. I need to check up on Keemal

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: D'deridex class, I take it?

EO_Hixxan_ says:
::Wipes beads of sweat from his brow, thinks about when his shift is ending::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Sighs:: CO: Thought you might some how sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods:: CO: Yes sir

CMO_Stadi_ says:
MO: Go right ahead, I'll shout if I need another pair of hands, thanks...

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Aye, Sir. :: forwards the fury message to the fleet :: 

MO_Mercz says:
::Nods, walks over to Keemal and begins scanning::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: Romulan and Klingon ships power up weapons

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Sir you know there maybe a chance they may go back to confer an attack

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: The Klingons and Romulans are powering up, sir

CMO_Stadi_ says:
*CO*: Sir, just reporting that Admiral Bolitho's vitals had been lost for about 3-4 minutes, but we got him back...

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Inform the Fury vessel of the Klingon and Romulan intentions.

MO_Mercz says:
::Give FCO 10cc of codafin::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: No reply from Klingon and Romulan ships

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: I know commander, but it is against all interstellar law to fire on a retreating starship.

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Romulans and Klingons are powering up their weapons.

CMO_Stadi_ says:
*CO*: Some synaptic damage is still to be repaired, but he's on the mend now, and graciously still out cold...

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CMO* Understood.  Can you wake him?

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: Incoming hails from Federation vessels wanting to know what their orders are?

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: What they did do whilst here on the ship could be classed as an Attack

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: sir, the federation fleet is standing by for orders

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Sends message to the furies informing them about the Klingons and Romulans intentions ::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
*CO*: Do i have to? ::sounds cheeky::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: We still don't know for certain that it was an attack.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Open  a channel to the fleet.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: What classes of Federation ships do we have?

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Open, sir. :: opens channel ::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CMO* Yes, get him up here ay way you can, bridge out.

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: And the causalities in Sickbay ...... how do you explain that Sir

FCO_Keemal says:
::Grumbles to himself and mumbles something in English as his eyes begin to twitch and he slips more into a semi-conscious state::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Federations: This is the Captain of the Seleya, move your ships to surround the Fury vessel.  Be positioned to take Romulan and Klingon fire.

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Raises eyebrow:: *CO*: As son as his brain is back in a condition I see fit for walking, I will.. and not a moment sooner...Sickbay out...!

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Continues repairs::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: I don't know.

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION : Romulan and Klingons ships begin their attack

MO_Mercz says:
::Waiting for FCO to completely awake, he goes around sickbay taking care of the injured::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Let's lead from the front.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Take us in between the lead Romulan ship and the Fury vessel.

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Well considering if it was just a side effect it would have happened straight away ... but it didn't Sir .....

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: We have 3 Sovereign class warships, 4 Galaxy class starships, and 5 Defiant class battle cruisers

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Aye Sir. :: moves the Seleya straight ahead ::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the fleet:: Self: So Defiant class ships are battlecrusiers now.......

MO_Mercz says:
::Does a bit of regeneration work::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Finishes repairs, gives ADM a small dose of neuropane and reviews vitals::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: Federation ships request confirmation of orders and whether it is from Admiral Bolitho or not?

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: And because you were there with her by yourself Sir ...... she could have had an effect on you

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Federation vessels request confirmation of orders.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Confirm it.

FCO_Keemal says:
::He slowly sits up and feels a dry taste in his mouth:: Outloud: What...what happened?

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: Bolitho's vitals are getting stronger

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Confirms orders to the fleet ::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Waits patiently to see if vitals will return to usual before waking him::

MO_Mercz says:
::Turns to her the FCO yell out loud and walk over to him::

EO_Hixxan_ says:
::Scratches head:: *OPS* This isn't going to work, going to try something else :: heads starts to pound a bit::

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Initiates evasive manoeuvres ::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: Klingon and Romulan ships are pounding the Fury ship which this time returns fire!

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Sir ? your response to my question

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Take us in to absorb as much firepower as you can.

OPS_O`Riley says:
*EO* Ens, What won't work ? Please be more precise.

MO_Mercz says:
FCO: You've experienced increased neural activity that caused a sort of half hallucination, and don't worry you weren't the only one

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Shrugs:: XO: I don't know.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: The Klingons and Romulans are engaging sir, the fury Transporter is firing back

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: Federation vessels move in and try block the attacking Klingon and Romulan ships

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Then please Sir for the safety of this Crew explain why you are protecting them when you yourself don't know if she did attack us or not !

FCO_Keemal says:
::Tries to arrange the sequence of events in his head as he looks around at the crowded sickbay:: MO: Am I clear for duty sir?

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: The Federation vessels are fired upon by the Fury ship

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Again reviews Bolitho's vital signs, leaning on side of bio-bed, feeling very relieved he's not dead any more::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Because we don't know.  And it's been a tenant of law for almost one and a half millennia on Earth alone that it is better to let the guilty go free than convict the innocent.

EO_Hixxan_ says:
*OPS* I can't re-route the airflow to take away sulphur manually, however I'm reading that over 70% of it has died down

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Sir. Federation vessels are being shot at by the Furies.

MO_Mercz says:
FCO: I just need to run a few for tests ::begins a full body scan:: Please stand up

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: But captain, they have a black record in our history

OPS_O`Riley says:
*EO* We're in battle. Concentrate on repairs and energy distribution.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Tell them to cease firing unless they want us to start shooting back.

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION:: The Seleya gets hit by a Romulan plasma torpedo from the Starboard and a unknown fury blast which knocks her port shields completely off line!

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Aye Captain.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at the CSO and nods::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Flies off the ground and hits the wall::

FCO_Keemal says:
::Hops of the bio bed slowly and does his best to stand. He smiles and looks forward:: 
MO: Just my luck to be in sickbay on my first day as conn officer...

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Wrong.  Your history, commander.  Not mine.  Not ours.  Yours.  I can.. hopefully... bring a more objective ::is thrown across the bridge by the impact::

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Message to fleet: Open fire until you're requested by the Furies to do so ::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Holds on to the her chair:: OPS; Status

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Shouts loudly in pain::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Thrown half into bio-bed behind her, manages to bite lip on impact::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: No response from the Fury vessel

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: The USS Nkosi Johnson is destroyed by the Furies

EO_Hixxan_ says:
::Begins scanning the shields for anomalies::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Stands, and stumbles across the bridge back to his seat:: OPS: Report!

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Shakes head and stands up, touches lip and feels blood:: Self: damn! *XO*: what just happened!

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Take tactical!

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Sir, the USS Nkosi has been destroyed by the furies. 

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Charge Phasers and load torpedo bays

MO_Mercz says:
FCO: Don't worry ::leans over and whispers:: I almost killed someone on my first day ::realized what he said isn't to reassuring::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Holds his right arm and shoulder tight while kicking the ground in pain::

XO_Bolitho says:
*CMO* We have been attacked by the Romulans, Klingons amd Furies doctor and My Husband ?

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Our starboard shields are down, Captain.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Tell the Furies to stand down, last warning.

XO_Bolitho says:
CO; Aye Sir ::takes TAC::

OPS_O`Riley says:
:: Warns the Furies to stand down ::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
*XO*: Apart from almost falling off a bio-bed, he's stable for now...

XO_Bolitho says:
::Loads Torpedo Bays and charges Phasers::

XO_Bolitho says:
*CMO* Stable ? what happened

MO_Mercz says:
FCO: As long as you make it to the bridge You can return to duty

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: Incoming message from the Fury ship 'They desire nothing more than to return to heaven, but they must be able to defend themselves::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*EO* Bridge to Engineering, where are my shields?!

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Sir Phasers charged and torpedoes ready

CMO_Stadi_ says:
*XO*: Perhaps now, since we're being attacked by two major powers is not the time to discus it?...he's fine...out for the count, but fine...

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Message from the furies: They desire nothing more than to return to heaven, but they must be able to defend themselves

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Tell them they just 'defended themselves' from the wrong people.

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION: Seleya rocks from a glancing hit from one of the Fury weapons again

XO_Bolitho says:
*CMO* Maybe I will be down when this has finished .. providing we all live through this

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Change to aggressive stance

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Lock onto the weapons, and fire.

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Aye Sir, understood.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Gets up slowly, holding his arm to his side and walks to tactical::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Relay that order to the fleet, we are shooting to disable.

CMO_Stadi_ says:
*XO*: How comforting... I'll see you soon... ::touches lip again to stem blood flow:: Stadi out...

XO_Bolitho says:
::Locks on to weapons and fires::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Shakes her head at the CMO Comment::

OPS_O`Riley says:
COMM: Fleet: Federation, our orders are to disable not to destroy.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*EO* Engineering, this is the bridge, where are my shields?!

MO_Mercz says:
::Bashes his leg against the corner of the bed::

FCO_Keemal says:
MO: Thank you sir...::Smiles and nods and begins to head to the exit slowly::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Administers  7ccs of Cordaline now that ADM's vitals are almost back to normal...seems her repair work has worked::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: Here ::Enters some specs for the phasers:: This should strike them a bit harder ::bites his teeth in pain::

EO_Hixxan says:
::Routes power from auxiliary to Port Shields::

Host Virgo_Wrath says:
ACTION : Federation vessels begin to attack the Fury ship

MO_Mercz says:
FCO: No problem, feel free to come back

EO_Hixxan says:
*CO* I'm on it, re-routing power from EPS

XO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Thanks

XO_Bolitho says:
::Fires again::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods, walking back to SCI 1::

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Waits while ADM begins to stir:

FCO_Keemal says:
::Exits sickbay and heads to a nearby lift to return to duty::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Furies ship's armour begins to buckle under the constant assault

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: They're weakening down sir

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Sir the furies Armour is going down

EO_Hixxan says:
::Takes power from non-essential systems::  *CO* Port Shields back at 54%

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Relays coordinates to the XO:: XO: Constant fire her ma`am, their armour is cracking down here

EO_Hixxan says:
*CO* 72%

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION Sensors indicate internal explosions on the Fry ship

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Moves the Seleya closer to the furies ship ::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Retargets the weapons wondering how she ended up at TAC and fires::

MO_Mercz says:
::Walks over to Stadi not trying to disturb:: CMO: Dr., How is the Admiral doing

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Notices the explosions on the fury ship ::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Take us out, escape pattern.  Send all power to aft shields.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Load aft torpedoes, and fire at will.

EO_Hixxan says:
::Runs to shield console, enjoys that there’s finally some action::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Their systems are going down one after the other

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Aye Sir ::Loads Aft Torpedoes and fires away ::

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Initiates an 180 degree turn and accelerates at max impulse ::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Fury vessel explodes

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: On our way Captain.

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Leans back in the bio-bed she hit, still nursing her cut lip:: MO: Should be waking up now any minute... ::inspects blood on her finger::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: I estimate the shockwave of the explosion would cause some damage

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Puts aft view on screen ::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Hence the escape, commander ::braces in his chair::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Seleya escape the shockwave

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::Opens his eyes and looks at Stadi::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Holds on his console, shocks of pain travel from his right half to his brain::

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Now Sir can I be excused

MO_Mercz says:
CMO: That's good at least we did something right

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Nods:: XO: You may, commander.

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: Sir, we escaped the shockwave.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Understood.  Cut engines, go to full stop.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Status of the fleet?

XO_Bolitho says:
CO; Thank you sir ::heads for the TL:: TL: Sickbay

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Laughs gently:: MO: At least we now know we can... when are you off?

OPS_O`Riley says:
::Brings Seleya to a complete halt ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Slowly checks for the rest of the fleet::

OPS_O`Riley says:
CO: We have stopped.

CNS_Samantha says:
::Looks up from her chair, she raises and walks towards the CSO:: CSO: Are you okay Hazzem?

MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Off? off to where?

XO_Bolitho says:
::Leaves the TL and heads in to sickbay and looks around::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Vessels Mill around taking other ships under tow before warping out of the area

Looks at MO:: MO: Er, Trill... symbiosis commission... remember?

XO_Bolitho says:
::Walks up politely to Stadi:: CMO: Now doctor  the Status of the Admiral

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sweat all over his face, eyes half closed in pain, falls down on his knees:: CO: the fleet is alright, one ship destroyed from the federation fleet

MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Oh right, Hopefully soon, that's if Hawkinson doesn't court martial me for disobeying orders

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: I see.  ::leans forwards in his chair::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Self: I feel.. drained.....

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at CNS:: CNS: I must be in heaven

OPS_O`Riley says:
*EO* Can you give me a status report ?

EO_Hixxan says:
*CO* Shields back at 98% , Shields Full

CNS_Samantha says:
::Taken by surprise:: CSO: What do you mean..?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*EO* Understood.

XO_Bolitho says:
CMO: Doctor ?

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::Looks up at XO:: XO: He's waking up now... just keeping an eye on him...and may I say how unusual it is to see you in Sickbay, a real treat! ::walks XO over to ADM's bio bed::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Falls unconscious::

EO_Hixxan says:
*OPS* Going over defence systems and re-routing power from EPS

XO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at her:: CMO: Anyone would think you were being Sarcastic ::Looks at the Admiral::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Gasps, she bends down:: *CMO*: Doctor, quick!

CMO_Stadi_ says:
::smiles and leaves XO with ADM::

OPS_O`Riley says:
*EO* Bring all systems to normal. We're out of the battle.

XO_Bolitho says:
Adm: Well nice to see your back with us

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Turns to face the back of the bridge::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CMO* Bridge to Stadi, medical emergency.....

EO_Hixxan says:
*OPS* Understood

OPS_O`Riley says:
*EO* Please give me report when you are finished.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***End 'Hell hath no Fury'***

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***End 'Hell hath no Fury'***
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